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Peak performance Theoretical peak performance of the resource in TFlops, 
including CPUs and accelerators.

Server specification Vendor specific information about servers.

Number of servers



CPU specification Vendor and model of the CPU.

CPUs per server

Cores per CPU

RAM perserver in GB

RAM per core in GB

Total number of CPU cores Total number of CPU cores for the entire system.

Max number of parallel processes Max number of parallel process allowed for end user.

CPU peak performance CPU theoretical peak performance of the system in TFlops.



Accelerator specification Vendor and model of the accelerator.

Total number of accelerators

Accelerators per server

Max number of accelerators per server

Accelerators peak performance Accelerators theoretical peak performance of the system in 
TFlops.

Interconnect type Interconnection technology between servers.

Interconnect latency in µs

Interconnect bandwidth Interconnection bandwidth between nodes, in Gbps.



Operating system

Batch system/scheduler

Development tools

Libraries

Applications

Local filesystem type Shared filesystem type for interconnecting nodes.

Total storage in TB
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Server specification Vendor specific information about servers.

Number of server

CPU specification Vendor and model of the CPU.

CPUs per server

Cores per CPU

RAM per server in GB

RAM per core in GB

Total number of CPU cores Total number of CPU cores for the entire system.



Total storage in TB

Minimum number of CPU cores per VM

Minimum amount of RAM per VM in GB

Maximum number of CPU cores per VM

Maximum amount of RAM per VM in GB

Maximum amount of storage per VM in GB



VM management type Cloud software stack deployed.

Supported interfaces Interfaces available for managing the cloud (Web, API).
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Storage specification Software stack used for the storage service.

Total strage in TB

Storage technology Technology used for storing the data (SSD, SAS, SATA..)

Storage performance IOPS

Supported interfaces

Supported storage types
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